Academy of Health Science Educators

Fellow Description
The Academy of Health Science Educators is a service program for exceptional educators. Fellows
are recognized as outstanding educators in their field and advocate for excellent education in their
departments, colleges, and the larger University of Utah Health. Fellows will join an Academy
committee and be an active participant in the Academy’s development and activities. It is
generally expected that, on average, fellows will provide an hour of service each month.
Participation may include, but is not limited to:
• Leading one Academy-sponsored workshop for members of the University of Utah Health
community.
• Serving as an educational mentor to faculty, fellows, post-docs, residents, and/or graduate
and professional students.
• Serving as an internal reviewer for Utah’s Academy or an external reviewer for another
institution’s Academy membership application.
By maintaining an active contribution to the Academy, Fellows will be instrumental in developing an
outstanding educational reputation for University of Utah Health. Fellows will begin their membership
in the Academy by attending the Induction Ceremony in April 2021. Fellows serve a renewable fiveyear term. Application and acceptance into AHSE is a rigorous process. Each application is internally
and externally peer-reviewed by distinguished educators.

Fellow Eligibility

1. Must be a faculty member of University of Utah Health for at least two consecutive years by
the start of the program. Eligible faculty must be appointed on the Tenure-line or Career-line.
Applicants must be at an Assistant Professor or higher rank. There is no limit on how many
faculty members can apply from each college, school, department, or division. Adjunct
faculty, Instructors, and Visiting faculty are not eligible.
2. Be engaged in a community of educators and demonstrate willingness and interest in
participating in the activities of the Academy of Health Science Educators.
3. Must demonstrate excellence in two categories of the “Areas of Excellence in Health Science
Education” Criterion-based Matrix. Only two categories will be reviewed; additional
categories will not be considered. Only health science education experience (from the U of
Utah and external institutions) will be considered when reviewing this application.

Important Dates

Application Workshop: Tuesday, October 19th, 2:00-3:00pm (Contact sara.rose@hsc.utah.edu to
attend)
Application Submission Deadline: Friday, December 3, 2021
Notification of Acceptance: February 2022
Induction Ceremony: April 2022
Contact academyhseducators@umail.utah.edu for questions.

